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forth his feelings of sorrow and disappointment in the fifty
verses of this work.1 Some Gujaratl poet has prefixed an-
other poem of seventy-four verses to this one, giving a local
turn to this romantic incident. According to this poem, King
Vlrasinha of Patana employs Bilhana to teach his daughter
Sasikala. The teacher and the pupil fall in love with each
other and are secretly married. When the king discovers
the marriage he sentences the poet to death. This story
has been worked upon by Jfilnacarya in his BhilhannkUvya
(c. 1500). Samala Bhata has incorporated the story in his
Madanamohann.
IV
But Gujarat! poets also composed original stories. Msru-
dhol&cupni by Kusalalabha (c. 1561) is the most attractive
of such stories, Another version by an unknown poet was
composed in c. 1601, and yet another was written in c. 1616
by Anandodaya. Dayabhai, a modern dramatist, has drawn
upon the story for his play, Umn~Devdi.
The language of Kusalalabha's work, parts of which are
in prose, presents the Rajasthani aspect of Old Gujarat!.
The plot is realistic; and the sentiments and imagery have
an old-world flavour. It is a beautiful love-poem of old
Gujarata, fresh with local colour. The note of love sounds
true and intense in its appeal as in no other poem of
the age. The poet unequivocally admires the sentiment of
Srngara, 'It is the principal among the nine rasas. It
pleases the gods; it is the friend of women. Respect for
the plighted word, affection, humour, pathos, voluptuous-
ness, laughter, love, and the joy of reunion, all are found
in it.'
In the city of Pungala in Maravada, lived king Pingala.
He receives an offer to marry Umadevi, the beautiful
daughter of Samantasiriha of Jhalora. Uma has already
been twice betrothed, once to the king of Patana, and again to
king of Junagadha. But the mother of the princess dislikes
Gujarata. "Gujarata is full of diseases and lunatics. Weak
men and shameless women live there. How can we give
the princess to such a country ?" Ultimately, recourse
1*  Sir Edwin Arnold has rendered the work in English,

